LA LUXEMBOURGEOISE-VIE
Société Anonyme d’Assurances
9, rue Jean Fischbach
L-3372 Leudelange
R.C.S. Luxembourg B 31036

Employer:

Contract N°:

Declaration and investment election
This document should be completed, signed and returned to the HR department before the payment of the breakdown
of premiums for the year 2020. Failure to complete and sign the document means that the previous investment choice
(taking into account the switch of funds from C-Life to the LUX funds mentioned here below) continues to apply for
the breakdown of premiums 2020. If your contract has any investment restrictions, these will continue to apply.
I the undersigned

Name
First Name
Date of birth
Marital status
Social security N°

:
:
:
:
:

.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................

member of the occupational pension plan of the Employer, organised in the form of a unit-linked insurance product
and a traditional life insurance product, do presently declare:
1. that I fully understand that the investment of the employer contributions in the occupational pension plan in the
products mentioned in point B. below may lead to a final savings value lower than the value of the contributions
made in accordance with the plan rules;
2. that I fully understand that only the product mentioned in point A. below guarantees at maturity date the final
value of the contributions paid for active members;
3. that I elect, in full understanding of the consequences, the product(s) for which I have indicated a non-zero
percentage and accept the amount resulting from this investment at the time of leaving service or retirement as
the legitimate benefit resulting from the occupational pension plan.

Investment decision for the future premiums(1): ..........................
Percentage
A. Traditional life insurance product
B. Unit-linked life insurance product

%
(2)

-

LUX-Bond Long Term EUR .............................................. LU0078029518

%

-

Lux-Croissance 1 ............................................................. LU0035730109

%

-

Lux-Equity Global ............................................................ LU0047355440

%

-

Lux-Portfolio balanced ................................................... LU0091958230

%

-

Lux-Portfolio defensive .................................................. LU0091958156

%
Total 100 %

Decision for reinvestment of already acquired savings
 I elect to invest the acquired savings in accordance with the above schedule.

Date

(1)
(2)

Signature

Including a possible back-service premium or a premium transferred from a previous Employer
For more information about the funds, please consult the page https://www.bcee.eu/luxfunds.
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